
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five Reasons to own a Double Hander 
 

A few years ago I bought a two handed fly rod. I soon realized one rod wasn’t enough and now I 

have seven. How I managed to acquire so many double handers is a long story but the why is a 

more important one. Why would anyone want to own two handed fly rods? Here are five reasons I 

think you should consider giving them a go. 
 

First we should define what a double handed fly rod is. At first glance the definition should be easy. 

Any rod that you cast with two hands could be called a doubled handed fly rod. When we delve 

deeper we find there are many variations on the theme. In the beginning was the spey rod. These 

originated in Scotland for fishing for salmon on big rivers. They were long and heavy. Since then 

two handed rods have become lighter and shorter all the way down to switch rods which bridge the 

gap between traditional single handers and double handers. Nowadays you can buy micro spey rods 

for trout, double handed fly rods for the surf and switch rods for any fly fishing purpose you want. 
 

My interest in two handed rods came about when injury threatened to curtail my casting. I wrote 

about that way back in 2012 in the November issue of Casting Around (as it was then called). I was 

having elbow problems and needed to rest my casting arm. I tried casting with my non-dominate 

hand and although I could manage to get the fly out, my casting range was very limited. By using a 

switch rod and casting with two hands I found I could achieve greater distance with less effort and 

with less pain. 
 

So the first reason you should consider owning a double hander is to allow you to make casts with 

less effort and less strain on your body.  This was brought home to me again recently when 

conducting a beginners’ trout workshop. One of the participants was unable to cast because of a 

serious back problem. I gave her a two handed fly rod to try and in no time she was making 

beautiful roll casts without causing any distress to her back. Two handed rods are not going to work 

in every one of these cases but it is worth giving it a try. As always, if casting causes any pain you 

should stop immediately. 
 



If you have experimented with spey casts with a single handed rod you will know how effective 

they can be. Spey casts are dynamic roll casts with additional movements designed to change 

direction. Spey casts come into their own when you have limited room for a backcast. Think trees 

down to the edge of the river or lake or mangroves at your back in the estuary. Not only do you 

remove the problem of making a backcast that is going to get caught up you are reducing the 

number of false casts you need to get the fly on the water. You can do this with a singled handed 

rod but you can cast  

further with two hands on a longer rod.  The second reason you should consider owning a double 

handed fly rod is to be able to cast further in tight situations.  

 

The other day I was down at the creek trying to catch a luderick on fly. As usual, the fish were 

hanging deep out around the furthest pylon of the bridge. I probably could have reached with my 

single handed rod but not when I added a big indicator, a couple of flies and a pinch of lead. 

Throwing that much “junk” requires a special fly line and a long rod; and a long rod works best 

with two hands. Salmon and Steelhead anglers have known this for years. Trout anglers who fish 

big rivers with big rigs are quickly jumping on the band wagon. Think winter fishing on the 

Tongariro. The third reason you should own a two hander is if you want to throw lots of junk a long 

way.  

 

 

If you nymph fish you will know how important it is to mend your line. Mending ensures you get a 

natural drift at the right depth. It is much easier to mend the line with a longer rod. Specialist 

nymph fishers and competition anglers know this and choose rods 10 feet or longer. These rods are 

generally singled handers but often come with extension butts. It is not a big step from these rods to 

light switch and micro spey setups. Modern switch rods are light enough to high stick and hold up 

with one hand all day. The added length allows easier mending and helps handle long leaders and 

indicators. The ability to cast these rods with one or two hands is an added bonus. The fourth reason 

you should consider owning a two hander is if you want to nymph fish. 
 

Swinging wee wets, nymphs and streamers down and across is a tried and proven way to catch 

trout. Anywhere there is moving water this technique will work. The bigger the water the better it is 

for swinging. The original spey rods were designed for swinging flies for salmon and were quickly 

adapted to other species. In America swinging flies for steelhead is the fastest-growing part of the 

fly-fishing industry. Even in the dry fly paradise of New Zealand swinging flies is gaining in 

popularity. If you want to swing flies you will soon realize the advantages of a two handed rod. The 

ease of casting, mending and line control are compelling reasons to use one. So if you are into 

swinging flies here is a fifth reason to own a two handed fly rod 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

When you fly fish, as I do, with a two handed rod in the land of “egg beaters”, Alveys and Avon 

Royals you get to hear many interesting comments. One of the more positive ones came from a 

passerby recently while watching one of my better spey casts sail out across the river. “How cool is 

that!” he said to his son. Casting a two handed rod can be fun and look “cool”. If you needed a sixth 

reason to own a two handed rod it would be to stand out from the crowd and look cool.  
 

                                                                                                                                       Allan Ekert   
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